
Top 10 Tips for Operators from Our Experts
Nearly 300 years ago, Benjamin Franklin said, “An 
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” 
Although he was referring to house �re 
prevention, this phrase is applicable to 
wastewater operations. The cost of maintenance 
is generally far less than the cost of �xing an 
issue during a crisis. We asked Tom Robarge, 

SCADA Technician, Craig Sampo, Lead Service Technician and 
Nate Wolfe, SCADA Technician at Energenecs for their advice to 
operators for maintaining their systems. Here are their top ten tips:
Read more details at energenecs.com/tips

Energenecs Visits WANGEN America 
Emily Vebber, Debbie Hyke, and Kevin LaPean 
visited WANGEN America headquarters for 
training of their latest products including the 
Xpress pump which features service-in-place. 
When removing/installing the rotor/stator, there 
is no need to remove the Xpress from the piping 
system! Learn more at energenecs/wangen

Summer Sounds!
Energenecs is a sponsor of Summer Sounds, a 10 
week music festival that boasts a reputation as a 
“must attend” summertime event in Cedarburg. In 
a town that loves to party, summer sounds 
throws one of the best. Located at Cedar Creek 
Park on Fridays from 6:30-10pm. Checkout the 
lineup at summersounds.net

Energenecs Welcomes Nick Johnston
Energences recently hired Nick Johnston as a 
project manager. He graduated from MSOE 
(Milwaukee School of Engineering) and his initial 
interest in engineering actually came from the TV 
show, Mythbusters! He is currenlty working on a 
pump station control panel and has been helping 
out with other projects as needed including 

Huber �ne screens, RTUs and MCCs. In his spare time he likes to 
read, play video games and is in a softball league. Read more 
about Nick at energenecs.com/johnston

Read more at energenecs.com/news

Gary recently celebrated an 
impressive 33 Years at Energenecs in 
Aftermarket Sales!

The Aftermarket Team is responsible 
for providing repairs, maintenance and 
consumables for water and 
wastewater equipment. Energenecs 
has original project �les dating back to 
the late 1970s, which provides the 
Team with a valuable resource to 
better serve customers.

Once the capital sales team, who are 
out on the road, have sold a piece of 
equipment, and after the warranty has 
passed, is when customers call the 
aftermarket team. When customers 
want replacement parts or service to 
keep their equipment running, they 
call this department. So they basically 
cover repairs, maintenance and 
consumables. Gary remarks:

You learn quite a bit from doing it for 
so many years. Because of the 
knowledge I have, I am able to get 
through issues in a very quick 
fashion. I know who to go to, to get 
things taken care of as quickly as 
possible, then go on to the next. I’ve 
developed that skill over the years.

Read more about Gary at 
energenecs.com/dean

Meet Gary Dean
Aftermarket Sales

Rick Bartelt (8)
Tim Morvak (7)
Steve George (2)
Brian Fuller (2)
Paula Pierron (2)

Energenecs Team 
Spring Anniversaries

Gary Dean (33)
Doralee Piering (20)
Steve Berggruen (10)
Nancy Mueller (10)
Joel Brill (9)

(years at Energenecs) 

 Maintain Lift Stations 

 Test Float Backup Circuits

 Check Field Devices

 Test Alarm Noti�cations

 Reboot Your Computers 

 Check your SCADA System

 Buy Software Service Contracts

 Test Your UPS Batteries  

 Calibrate Your Meters

 Flush Water Tower Sensing Lines


